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A Developmental Evolutionary Learning Framework
for Robotic Chinese Stroke Writing
Ruiqi Wu, Fei Chao, Member, IEEE, Changle Zhou, Yuxuan Huang, Longzhi Yang, Senior Member, IEEE,
Chih-Min Lin, Fellow, IEEE, Xiang Chang, Qiang Shen, and Changjing Shang
Abstract—The ability of robots to write Chinese strokes,
which is recognized as a sophisticated task, involves complicated
kinematic control algorithms. The conventional approaches for
robotic writing of Chinese strokes often suffer from limited font
generation methods, which limits the ability of robots to perform
high-quality writing. This paper instead proposes a develop-
mental evolutionary learning framework that enables a robot
to learn to write fundamental Chinese strokes. The framework
first considers the learning process of robotic writing as an
evolutionary easy-to-difficult procedure. Then, a developmental
learning mechanism called “Lift-constraint, act and saturate”
that stems from developmental robotics is used to determine how
the robot learns tasks ranging from simple to difficult by building
on the learning results from the easy tasks. The developmental
constraints, which include altitude adjustments, number of muta-
tion points, and stroke trajectory points, determine the learning
complexity of robot writing. The developmental algorithm divides
the evolutionary procedure into three developmental learning
stages. In each stage, the stroke trajectory points gradually
increase, while the number of mutation points and adjustment
altitudes gradually decrease, allowing the learning difficulties
involved in these three stages to be categorized as easy, medium,
and difficult. Our robot starts with an easy learning task and then
gradually progresses to the medium and difficult tasks. Under
various developmental constraint setups in each stage, the robot
applies an evolutionary algorithm to handle the basic shapes of
the Chinese strokes and eventually acquires the ability to write
with good quality. The experimental results demonstrate that
the proposed framework allows a calligraphic robot to gradually
learn to write five fundamental Chinese strokes and also reveal
a developmental pattern similar to that of humans. Compared to
an evolutionary algorithm without the developmental mechanism,
the proposed framework achieves good writing quality more
rapidly.
Index Terms—Developmental learning, robotic writing, evolu-
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Fig. 1. (a) The main process of conventional calligraphy robots and (b) the
proposed approach for the calligraphy robot.
tionary robotics, evolutionary algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Robotic Chinese writing ability is a challenging task involv-
ing complicated control algorithms that control robotic end-
effectors to write complex Chinese characters [1]–[3]. Robot
Calligraphy is an important way to promote the inheritance of
human culture and civilization. Writing Chinese characters is
different from writing English letters because Chinese writing
also considers the spatial collocations of character strokes [4],
[5]. Thus, the writing quality of the character strokes is an
important factor affecting the overall writing performance of
Chinese characters. Excellent calligraphic robots must learn to
write stroke trajectories in an intuitive, quick, and easy way.
More importantly, stroke trajectory writing must be in line with
human aesthetics. Therefore, imitation learning [6] and other
forms of learning [7] can be used to learn from human writing
and to improve on initial (preprogrammed) trajectories. If a
robot can produce strokes that meet human aesthetic standards,
it would also be promising for solving other human aesthetics-
related tasks, such as robotic drawing and graffiti [8], [9].
The major challenge in conventional robotic Chinese cal-
ligraphy is that human engineers must design the robot stroke
writing ability rather than the robots themselves autonomously
developing such an ability. Therefore, the working procedure
for a robot’s conventional writing belongs to the “open-
loop” process (see Fig. 1-a). Such a process does not contain
a mechanism for the robot to perform self-evaluation and
acquire feedback from the written results. Thus, in the robot
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system, the robot itself cannot improve the writing results.
For example, in recent research, human-computer interactive
technology was used to achieve writing ability for robot
manipulators [10]–[12]. In their approaches, the robots learned
Chinese calligraphy from human demonstrations or through
interactions with humans. To improve the efficiency of the
human-robot interaction-based methods, several researchers
have used human bioelectricity signals to assist with inputting
human guidance information [13]. For example, Yang et
al. [14] used EMG signals to remotely guide the robot to
learn writing. Other studies have embedded image processing
methods, stroke trajectory fitting algorithms, or predefined
font databases into calligraphic robots [15]–[18]. However,
without self-evaluation and feedback capabilities, robots have
difficulty using these methods to improve their writing quality.
In summary, due to the lack of robotic self-evaluation and
feedback capabilities, writing results evaluation tasks must be
conducted by humans, which increases the human workload
and reduces the learning efficiency.
Another major challenge in implementing self-development
or the autonomic learning capabilities of conventional cal-
ligraphic robots is the high computational cost. Mueller et
al. proposed [17] a closed-loop approach using the B-spline
curve-fitting algorithm for robotic calligraphy. This work re-
quired performing many learning iterations to find the optimal
combinations of the applied B-spline curve equation for each
type of stroke. Sasaki et al. designed a deep learning neural
network that required 15,000 iterations to build relationships
between their experimental robot’s joints and the writing
results [8]. In contrast to the curve-fitting approaches, many
evolutionary algorithms have been applied to design robot
controllers [19]–[21]. Recently, several deep neural network
based methods to robotic writing were proposed [22], [23].
However, robotic controllers using evolutionary algorithms
and neural networks also require large numbers of iterations
for optimization, which is computationally intensive. There-
fore, neither the curve-fitting approaches nor the evolutionary
algorithm-based approaches form a quick approach by which
robots can learn calligraphy.
This paper proposes an alternative developmental evolution-
ary framework that allows a robot to learn to write fundamental
Chinese strokes with a low computational cost. As a reference
model, this framework is based on the basic approach that
human calligraphers take when they begin learning to write
Chinese characters. A human beginner practices writing by
referring to copybooks; after writing each stroke, the learner
compares the writing results with the copybook templates to
discover which aspects of the writing require improvement.
As shown in Fig. 1, an evolutionary computational approach
is used to simulate these practice-writing iterations; And, a
system for evaluating the writing results is integrated into
the approach. Moreover, a developmental learning algorithm
named “Lift-constraint, act and saturate (LCAS)” [24] was
introduced into the evolutionary approach to reduce the learn-
ing difficulty and computational cost. In the framework, the
robot gradually learns to optimize its calligraphic writing.
This framework extends the stroke generation ability proposed
by [15]–[18] and improves the learning performance of the
methods reported by [25]–[27].
The main contributions of this work are as follows:
1) A robotic developmental learning framework is estab-
lished by integrating the developmental learning method
with an evolutionary algorithm (in Section III-A).
2) The LCAS learning algorithm is adopted to separate a
continuous optimization process into different develop-
mental stages (in Section III-B1) by applying various
types of developmental constraints to the robot. These
developmental stages reduce the complexity involved in
learning robotic calligraphy.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section
II introduces the LCAS algorithm. Section III specifies the
main implementation issues of the proposed approach. Sec-
tion IV presents the experimental results and discusses their
implications. Section V concludes the paper and outlines our
future research.
II. BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE
Recent studies in developmental robotics reveal that de-
velopmental learning algorithms effectively reduce learning
complexity as robots attempt to build highly autonomous
capabilities [28]–[30]. Developmental learning in robotics has
been implemented in many ways; however, from a develop-
mental psychology perspective, lifting these constraints can
lead robots to progress from a certain competence level to a
new and more complex competence level [31].
From the above perspective, the LCAS algorithm first
determines all the constraints that limit the robot and designs
a lifting-constraint sequence to relax these constraints. Here,
the constraints of developmental robotics consist of a com-
bination of anatomical constraints (such as structural joints),
sensory constraints (such as visual resolution), computational
constraints (such as the capacities of neural networks), and en-
vironmental constraints (such as disturbances in a workspace)
[24]. The lifting-constraint sequence defines the robot’s con-
straints at each developmental stage.
For example, in a humanoid robot, all the robot’s joints and
sensors are regarded as its constraints. When the robot plans to
improve its hand-eye coordination skill, the constraints on the
robot’s vision and arm joints are removed, but the constraints
on the lower limb joints of the robot remain. Therefore, the
humanoid robot can concentrate on learning robotic hand-
eye coordination. After the robot has improved its hand-eye
coordination ability, it can turn its attention to improving its
walking ability; then, the constraints on the lower limb joints
are removed and the robot concentrates on learning to walk.
After the lifting-constraint sequence has been established, the
next step in LCAS is for the robot to search for novel stimuli,
allowing the robot to learn under fully constrained conditions.
When the saturation rate of the robot learning system of a robot
becomes stable, the current constraints are removed, and the
next constraints in the constraint sequence are assigned to the
robot. Then, the robot repeats the search for novel stimuli in an
attempt to learn under this new condition. The robot will have
some new abilities after it has experienced all the constrained
conditions. The LCAS algorithm has been successfully applied
to several developmental models [32], [33].



























Fig. 2. The steps in the developmental evolutionary learning framework for
the calligraphy robot.
Based on the LCAS algorithm, the calligraphic robot first
develops a rough stroke style and then gradually generates
more detailed stroke shapes. Thus, the robot can learn new
writing skills without complex programming and a large
amount of reiterative training to greatly reduce the complexity
level of a robotic writing task. Moreover, robots imitating hu-
man developmental procedures exhibit faster learning speeds
than do robots without developmental features. Therefore,
this work improves robots’ autonomous abilities and reduces
their learning complexity. Additionally, this work introduces a
new robotic learning framework by combining developmental
learning and evolutionary algorithms to reveal a new approach
to developmental robotics.
Algorithm 1 outlines the LCAS algorithm. In this algorithm,
i denotes the current learning time under the constrained
environment, and Sat(i) is a function to determine whether
the saturation value has met the saturation threshold during
the ith learning iteration.
Algorithm 1 Procedure of the LCAS-based Approach
1: while constraint sequence is not null do
2: Issuing a new constraint from the constraint sequence;
3: i = 0
4: while Sat(i) is FALSE do
5: Select the best individuals from the current popula-
tion;
6: Generate a new population;
7: Perform kinematic calculations and writing strokes;
8: Capture and process stroke images;






This study fuses the ideas of “evolutionary computation”
and “developmental learning”; therefore, our robot continu-
ously optimizes the results of writing Chinese strokes through
autonomous learning, just as beginning human calligraphers
learn to produce Chinese calligraphy. Fig. 2 illustrates the
robot’s developmental evolutionary learning framework for
generating autonomous Chinese strokes.
The framework is composed of three modules: 1) Action
Generation, 2) Robot Actuator, and 3) Action Evaluation.
The Action Generation module performs trajectory generation
based on a developmental evolutionary framework that com-
bines evolutionary computation and developmental learning al-
gorithms. In this module, the developmental learning algorithm
divides the learning process of the robot into three stages; then,
the robot learns based on an evolutionary algorithm executed
in each stage. The Robot Actuator module performs kinematic
calculations for the robot and controls its actions. The Action
Evaluation module captures the results of the robot’s writing
and evaluates the quality of each trajectory.
The elements in the unshaded area of the Action Gen-
eration module constitute a typical evolutionary algorithm;
the elements in the shaded area determine the developmental
stages during the evolutionary algorithm. The main procedure
is as follows: The LCAS algorithm divides the evolutionary
computation into three developmental stages and builds a
constraint-lifting sequence (Step 1). The constraint sequence
includes the constraints at each stage. Then, the constraint of
the first stage is lifted from the robot (from Step 1 to Step
2). Following constraint lifting (Step 2), stroke trajectories
are generated by the new population generation system (Step
3). Next, the trajectory coordinate parameters of these stroke
samples are transferred to the Robot Actuator module (from
Step 3 to Step 4), which applies kinematic calculations to
convert the stroke trajectories to the manipulator’s motor
commands, causing the robot to write each stroke on the
writing board (Step 4).
In the Action Evaluation module, the writing results are
captured by an RGB camera mounted on the manipulator’s
gripper (Steps 4–5). After the image is processed (Step 5),
the written stroke is compared with its related stroke in the
calligraphy textbook to obtain the similarities (Step 6). The
similarities, which are regarded as the evaluation results are
sent back to the Action Generation module (Steps 6–7). The
developmental learning algorithm, “LCAS”, then determines
whether to move to the next developmental stage (Step 7).
If not, the Action Generation module uses the conventional
evolutionary procedure to select high-performing individuals
from the previous population (Step 8) and generates a new
population for the next iteration (moving from Step 8 to
Step 3). If LCAS decides to move to the next stage, the
module checks whether the termination criteria have been
reached (Step 9). If so, the stroke trajectory with the best
writing quality is retained in the Stroke Trajectory Storage,
and the iteration stops (Step 10). If not, the LCAS algorithm
switches from the current developmental stage into the next
stage. Within each stage, the parameters of the evolutionary
computation differ from those of the other stages (from Step
9 to Step 2). The termination criterion is reached when all the
constraints on the constraint sequence have been lifted.
The following subsections describe the main steps in the
proposed framework.
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TABLE I




Trajectory Point No. N
Mutation Point No. µ
Point Mutation Amplitude α
Population Size Q
Saturation Threshold 1 ε
Saturation Threshold 2 ψ
B. Action Generation Module
The Action Generation module first initializes the parame-
ters for the evolutionary computation and LCAS. The evolu-
tionary computation parameters include 1) the initial popula-
tion, 2) the size of the population (number of individuals), 3)
the maximum number of iterations, and 4) the mutation ampli-
tude. The LCAS parameters include the saturation thresholds
for Stages 1 and 2. The parameters and their corresponding
symbols are given in Table I.
The Action Generation module includes two main pro-
cesses: 1) the constraint-lifting process and 2) the evolutionary
process. The constraint-lifting process defines the develop-
mental stages of the learning framework. The evolutionary
process applies a regular evolutionary programming algorithm
(EP) [34] to optimize the stroke trajectories within each
developmental stage. The evolutionary process is composed
of a new population generation operation and an individual
selection operation.
1) Constraint-lifting Process: The entire development pro-
cess consists of a sequence of developmental stages. The
learning complexity increases from the first to the final stage.
In other words, the robot learns the easiest tasks during the
first stage. After the robot’s learning results have become
stable, the robot moves to the second stage and starts to learn
more complicated tasks. When the robot’s writing performance
again becomes stable, the robot moves to the last stage to
learn the most complicated tasks. The developmental process
is defined as follows:
1) First, the robot must “act” under the constraints of
the current stage. In this work, “act” refers to the
evolutionary process.
2) Then, the robot checks whether its learning has been
“saturated”. Here, “Saturated” means that the robot’s
writing performance is stable.
3) If it is “Saturated”, the robot moves to the next develop-
mental stage, and new “constraints” are applied to the
robot; thus, the robot executes Step 1.
4) If it is not “Saturated”, no new “constraints” are applied
to the robot, and the robot returns to Step 1.
The measure of task complexity is based on three constraint
parameters: 1) the number of trajectory points of each stroke,
N ; 2) the number of mutation points, µ; and 3) the mutation
amplitude of the trajectory points, α. When the robot moves
from one stage to the next, the values of the three constraint
parameters change. During the developmental process, as
N increases, the writing task becomes increasingly difficult.
However, when the µ and α parameters of EP are too high,
the skills learned during the previous stages can be easily lost
during the optimization process. To avoid this problem, µ and
α are decreased at each change of developmental stage. The
implementation of the three developmental stages is described
as follows:
First stage: In this stage, a random function generates an
initial stroke population. To ensure the population diversity,
the initial population does not include a mutation operation:
all individuals are generated randomly. Each individual is
composed of N stroke trajectory points, of which µ mutation
points are randomly selected from N . The change values
are defined according to Eq. 6. The first-stage trajectory is
represented by:
T s1s :[(x1, y1, z1), (x2, y2, z2), · · · , (xN , y5, zN )]
x, y, z ∈ R; 0 ≤ x, y, z ≤ 400
. (1)
Tournament selection is used to choose the individuals to
participate in the next iteration of new groups during the evo-
lution and mutation processes. Each iteration of individuals is
written by the robot actuator module, in which each trajectory
is converted from the Cartesian space (Eq. 1) to the joint space
of a robot through the inverse kinematics equations for the
robot (see Section III-C for details). In the Cartesian space,
(x, y) represents the horizontal position of the writing board,
and z denotes the height of the pen, so as to simulate the
writing force of the pen.
The robot actuator module controls a 5-DOF manipulator
whose joint space is defined as shown in Eq. 2, where pi
denotes the i− th trajectory point, and ji denotes the value of
the i−th joint of the robot. After the conversion, the trajectory,
P s1s , is sent to the robot, which performs the trajectory motion.
Then, the robot moves from pi to pi+1 through continuous
interpolation. The working angle range of each joint is shown
in Table II. {
P s1s : [p1, p2, · · · , p5]
pi : [j1, j2, · · · , j5]
. (2)
Next, evaluation scores Eva(t) are calculated by the Action
Evaluation module. According to the LCAS algorithm, a
saturation function is used to determine whether the robot’s
learning process is stable. Here, the saturation function is
expressed as follows:
Sat(Eva(t), t) =




where Eva(t) represents the evaluation score calculated by
the Action Evaluation module at the tth generation, and ε and
ψ are specific thresholds set in advance. When the change in
Eva(t) is less than when the generation increment is ϕ and
Eva(t) is greater than ψ, the robot’s learning at this stage
is stable. The value of ϕ is set based on the complexity of
the task. In this study, the value of ϕ was empirically set to
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(2) Writing and Capturing stroke image
(1) Initialize the stroke population
(4)Saturated?
(6) Stop or go 
to next stage




(3) Evaluation writing results
Fig. 3. The evolutionary process within each developmental stage.
1. In addition, N , µ, and α change according to the LCAS
algorithm; then, the robot moves to the next stage.
Middle stages: At middle stages, the robot acts based on
the new N , µ, and α values. In each stage, N is increased, and
the new points are evenly inserted into the trajectory points
generated in the previous stage. Here, a simple interpolation
method is used to add new stroke trajectory points; thus, the











where (xi−1, yi−1, zi−1) and (xi+1, yi+1, zi+1) denote the
points (xi−1, yi−1, zi−1) and (xi, yi, zi)) in Eq. 1, respec-
tively.
The saturation function (Eq. 3) is used to determine whether
the robot’s learning performance is stable; if so, the robot
moves to the next developmental stage.
Final stage: After entering the final stage, the constraint
sequence becomes null, and the parameters N , µ, and α reach
their limit value. The saturation function (Eq. 3) is again
used to determine whether the robot’s learning performance
is stable. When the final effect of the written stroke reaches
the experimental requirement (i.e., when the final stage’s
learning performance is stable), both the evolutionary and
developmental processes terminate. The individuals with the
best writing quality are retained in the Stroke Trajectory
Storage for Chinese character writing.
2) Evolutionary Process: The evolutionary process is as
follows: In each stage, N stroke trajectory points representing
a stroke are randomly generated. Then, µ mutation points
are randomly selected from the set of trajectory points. The
optimized results of the strokes are achieved through repeated
iterations. As shown in Fig. 3, the specific evolutionary process
within each developmental stage is as follows:
Step 1: Using the parameters for the current stage, generate
some strokes consisting of N random stroke coordinate points
during initialization.
Step 2: Each generated stroke is written by the robotic
manipulator. Then, the writing results are captured by the
image preprocessing system to obtain images of the written
strokes.
Step 3: The written strokes are evaluated using the stroke
evaluation method and the evaluation score is calculated for
each written stroke.
Step 4: The LCAS algorithm checks whether the learning
is saturated. If so, the process moves to the next development
stage; or if in the last stage, the process of stroke generation
is completed. The resulting stroke with the highest score
will be learned and stored by the robot. If the learning is
not saturated, stroke samples with poor quality are removed
based on the evaluation scores. Meanwhile, several randomly
selected points in the stroke trajectory points are mutated
based on the number of mutation points, µ, to generate a new
population. The generation method is specified in the next
subsection.
Step 5: Return to Step 2.
a) New Population Generation Operation: This opera-
tion consists two of generation modes: one is used only before
the first iteration of the population, in which a random function
generates the first iteration of strokes, while the other mode is
used for all subsequent iterations.
The system generates a new iteration based on the previous
(parent) iteration’s population. In the new population, the best
individuals are retained from the previous population, and the
rest are generated by mutations of these previous individuals.
The mutation operation is based on the following mutation
function: 
x(t+ 1) = x(t) + ∆x(t)
y(t+ 1) = y(t) + ∆y(t)
z(t+ 1) = z(t) + ∆z(t)
, (5)
where t represents the total number of iterations (i.e., evo-
lutionary generations), and x(t + 1) represents the progeny
generated by adding the step size ∆x(t) to the parent. In
(∆x(t),∆y(t),∆z(t)), the point value is (0, 0, 0) unless it is




1− Eva(t) ·Nx(0, α)
∆ym =
√
1− Eva(t) ·Ny(0, α)
∆zm =
√
1− Eva(t) ·Nz(0, α)
, (6)
where Eva(t) represents the evaluation score from the Action
Evaluation module whose value range is [0, 1]; Nx(0, α),
Ny(0, α)and Nz(0, α) are Gaussian noise functions whose
mean and variance are set to 0 and alpha, respectively. The
value of α in the three developmental stages is determined by
the LCAS algorithm.
b) Selection Operation: Tournament selection (a random
type of q-competition) is adopted [35] as the selection operator
in this evolutionary process. First, among all the strokes Q, q
strokes are randomly selected to form a group. Then, the stroke
with the highest score from q is retained for mutation; the rest
are returned to Q. The value of q is usually set to 0.45Q.
Because no crossover operator exists in this evolutionary
programming algorithm, new generations are based on the
mutation and selection operators. The number of selected
individuals is set to 0.5Q, and the selection process is repeated






Fig. 4. The experimental robot system consisted of a 5-DOF manipulator, a


























Fig. 5. The kinematic configurations of the experimental manipulator.
until 0.5Q strokes have been selected. Then, these selected
strokes and their mutated offspring form the new population.
For the selection operation, the values of Q and q are set to
20 and 9, respectively.
C. Robot Actuator Module
Fig. 4 depicts the experimental robot system, which consists
of a 5-DOF manipulator, a calligraphy brush held by the
manipulator’s gripper, and an RGB camera mounted on the
gripper. A white writing board is placed vertically within
the manipulator’s working range. The positions of both the
manipulator and the writing board are fixed. After writing a
stroke, the manipulator returns to a predefined position; then,
the RGB camera captures the written stroke and delivers the
resulting images to the robot evaluation system, which consists
of a control computer and a hardware controller.
The robot system is connected to the hardware controller,
which is responsible for low-level motor control, via the CAN
bus. The RGB camera is connected to the control computer
via USB. The controllers for both the motor and the sensor
systems are installed on the AVR controller. A program that
controls an RSC-232 socket and integrates the controller driver
programs were built to communicate between the control
computer and the hardware controller.
Because the calligraphy brush is fixed on the gripper, the
gripper joint is set to a fixed value in the writing task.
Fig. 5 shows the kinematic configuration of the experimental
manipulator. The configuration includes the coordinate frame
of each joint and the setup of the joints and links of the
manipulator. Within the Cartesian space defined by x0, y0,
and z0, the experimental manipulator can move from the center
(origin) to any other location. The joints of the experimental
manipulator are denoted by j1, j2, j3, and j4, and the links
are denoted by l1, l2, l3, and l4; the links have lengths of
150mm, 375mm, 354mm, and 175mm, respectively, where
l1 is the distance from the horizontal plane to j2, l2 is the
distance between j2 and j3, l3 is the distance between j3 and
j4, and l4 is the distance between j4 and the gripper.
TABLE II













1 θ1 0 150 -90 [−120◦, 120◦]
2 θ2 0 375 0 [−90◦, 90◦]
3 θ3 0 354 0 [−90◦, 90◦]
4 θ4 0 175 0 [−45◦, 45◦]
The Denavit and Hartenberg (D-H) convention is used to an-
alyze the forward kinematics of the robot. The D-H parameters
are listed in Table II. According to the D-H parameters and the
Cartesian coordinate of the robot (px, py, pz), the joint value







a2pz + a3 cos θ3pz




a22 + a32 + 2a2a3 cos θ3 − pz2
a22 +a32 + 2a2a3 cos θ3
), (8)
θ2 = arccos
(px cos θ1+py sin θ1 − a4)2+pz2+a22−a32
2a2a3
(9)
θ1 = −θ2 − θ3. (10)
D. Action Evaluation Module
The Action Evaluation module is used to assess the writing
effect of each stroke to gradually improve the robot’s writing
ability. The evaluation score is fed back to the Action Gener-
ation module.
Simple methods similar to RMSE cannot well calculate
similarities between written strokes and captured strokes from
textbooks. Such similarities however are interfered with by
many factors, such as different light intensities, focal lengths,
and offsets. These simple methods cannot eliminate the inter-
ferences of these factors. In contrast, the wavelet transform
has been proven effective for computing the similarity of
two Chinese characters [36]. This evaluation method was
developed in our previous work [37]. The computational cost
of this evaluation model is low compared with the cosine
similarity and the evaluation method that computes pixel-space
distances directly [37]. The Action Evaluation module consists
of three components: 1) image signal projection, 2) signal
wavelet transform part, and 3) result analysis and evaluation.
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1) Image Signal Projection: Before extracting the projec-
tion feature, the stroke image must be preprocessed. The stroke




0, (i, j) /∈ Stroke
1, (i, j) ∈ Stroke
, (11)
where i and j denote the pixel index of each stroke image.
The pixels that form part of the stroke are defined as one,
while pixels that are not part of the stroke are defined as zero.
After preprocessing, the vertical and horizontal projections of
the image can be calculated. First, the pixels in each row
or column of the binarized image are summed, converting
the image into two histograms. The outlines of these two
histograms are the vertical and horizontal projections of the
image signal.
2) Signal Wavelet Transform: The compacted orthogonal
wavelet Daubechies wavelet function (i.e., the db4 wavelet
function with vanishing moments of 4) is used and evaluated
by four scales. On the m scale (m = 1, 2, 3, 4), the sample
horizontal coefficient is defined as Qim, the sample vertical
coefficient is defined as Qjm, the standard horizontal coeffi-
cient is defined as Qsim, and the standard vertical coefficient
is defined as Qsjm. Note that the sample coefficients come
from the robot writing image, and the standard coefficients
come from the stroke image of the textbook. A larger differ-
ence between a sample coefficient and a standard coefficient
indicates poorer robot writing quality. The differences between
the horizontal direction coefficient and the vertical direction









where k represents the corresponding scale value (abscissa
value) between the stroke sample and the textbook’s stroke.
This is equivalent to visually using four different distances to
observe the written stroke (the distance of scale 1 is closest, the
distance of scale 4 is farthest). Thus, we obtain four different
values.
3) Result Evaluation: The difference of the high-frequency
coefficients of four different scales is processed by a fuzzy
reasoning system to calculate the final evaluation scores for
each stroke. In this system, the maximum score is 100 and
the final evaluation score is a real number from 0 to 100.
The means of the differences in the coefficients of the four
scales are calculated. Thus, for the vertical and horizontal
values, Di and Dj , we have:
Di =
Di1 +Di2 +Di3 +Di4
4




Dj1 +Dj2 +Dj3 +Dj4
4
. Dj ∈ R; 0 ≤ Dj ≤ 100,
(15)
TABLE III
PARAMETER SETTINGS FOR EACH STAGE IN LCAS
Constraint Type Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3
Trajectory Point No. N 5 7 10
Mutation Point No. µ 4 3 2
Point Mutation Amplitude α 30 20 15
Saturation Threshold 1 ε 0.4 0.6 0.8
Saturation Threshold 2 ψ 0.02
respectively. Because coefficient differences exist in both the
row and column directions, the ratio value adopted here is
50%. Then, before calculating the evaluation score, the stroke
evaluation scores in the horizontal and vertical directions are
scaled to real numbers from 0 to 50. The scaling formula is
then defined as follows:
D(X) =
{





Di(y), if Di(y) < 50;
50, else;
(17)
Finally, the evaluation score is obtained by
Eva =0.01 · (100−D(X)−D(Y )).
D(X), D(Y ) ∈ R; 0 ≤ D(X), D(Y ) ≤ 50
(18)
The maximum value and minimum values of D(X) and D(Y )
are 50 and 0, respectively. In addition, the function of the
parameter 0.01 in Eq. 18 is to scale Eva to a range of [0, 1].
Thus, the final evaluation score is a real number with a range
between 0 and 1, which is invoked by the Action Generation
module.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
The experiments involved two evaluations: (1) the process
for learning to write five types of Chinese character strokes
and (2) a comparison between the LCAS method and the
evolutionary programming method without any added features.
In addition, a systematic analysis of the appearance of the phe-
nomenon during the process of autonomous stroke generation
was conducted, and the experimental results are described in
this section.
A. Experimental Setups
During the process of autonomous stroke generation, the
LCAS rules are formulated according to Table III. Note that
the threshold parameters of the saturation function (Eq. 3) are
set empirically. The saturation thresholds ε in Stages 1, 2,
and 3 were set to 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8, respectively. The other
two saturation thresholds ψ and ϕ were set to 0.02 and 1,
respectively, in all three stages. The remaining parameters of
the EP were fixed in all the developmental stages. A too-large
population increases the difficulty of the robot for generating
many strokes. However, when the population is too small, the
robot will quickly lose variations. To balance the generation
speed of the robot and the exploration quality of the algorithm,
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Stroke 1 Stroke 2 Stroke 3
Stroke 4 Stroke 5
Fig. 6. The five standard strokes in the “Li” style.
the value of Q was empirically set to 20. Thus, the number
of selected individuals was set to 10; and the number of
competitors, q, was set to 9.
In addition, the writing force is an important factor for
calligraphy art. In the revision, we have added the writing
force to the proposed learning framework. In this version, the
z-axis information of each trajectory point (x,y,z) is used to
simulate the writing force. However, in the experimentation,
limited by the control precision of the robot and the material
of the brush, the writing height was set to a fixed value.
B. Learning Process of Stroke Autonomous Generation
The five types of Chinese character strokes in Fig. 6
are selected from two “Li style copybooks” that are used
as standard writing templates from which the robot learns.
Writing Chinese characters by robots is suitable for evaluating
the effectiveness of a robot learning framework. Figs. from 7
to 16 show the learning processes of our robot to write these
five strokes.
Fig. 7 shows the learning history for the “Horizontal”
stroke, involving a total of thirty generations. Each subfigure,
selected from each generation, consists of three components:
1) the generation index, 2) the writing result, and 3) the
average evaluation score. The generation number for each
subfigure is shown in the label at the top of each subfigure.
The writing results shown in the middle of the subfigure
are images captured from the writing board after the robot
has completed a writing stroke. The average evaluation score
(shown in the label at the bottom of each subfigure), is based
on the corresponding writing result and calculated by the
Action Evaluation module. For this figure, we selected only
the writing results whose evaluation scores were the highest
in each generation.
In Fig. 7, the quality of the writing results gradually
improves. In the beginning, the shapes of the writing results
are totally different from those in the template. However, the
evolutionary process guides the robot to ignore poor-quality
strokes and use higher-quality strokes to generate new strokes.
In particular, the results from the twenty-seventh to thirtieth
generations achieve a high level. By the twelfth generation,
the LCAS algorithm causes the average evaluation score to
decrease significantly. The LCAS algorithm, by placing new
constraints on the robot, causes the robot to act in a new
environment. The constraints create a larger solution space for
the robot; however, after applying the constraints, the larger
0.1550 0.2500 0.1700 0.2175 0.2182 0.3197 0.3190 0.4195 0.4550
0.4600 0.4518 0.2650 0.4495 0.4390 0.4680 0.4360 0.5435 0.6046
0.6491 0.6681 0.6590 0.6470 0.7550 0.7500 0.6946 0.7364 0.7949
0.8350 0.8490 0.8450
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
28 29 30
Fig. 7. Learning history of the “Horizontal” stroke.



















Fig. 8. Evaluation scores during the entire learning process of the “Horizon-
tal” stroke
solution space also reduces the overall performance during the
first few generations. This decrease causes the robot to re-learn
the writing task.
Fig. 8 shows the evaluation scores during the entire learning
process of the “Horizontal” stroke. The solid points indicate
the average evaluation scores of all the stroke samples in
each generation. The range of the evaluation scores in each
generation is indicated by a solid line between the minimum
and maximum values.
During the stroke autonomous learning process, the three
stages of LCAS are clearly apparent. The saturation state is
first achieved in the eleventh generation. At this point, the
first stage ends, and the constraints are replaced; consequently,
starting in the twelfth generation, the scores decline signifi-
cantly. Then, through mutation and evolution, the evaluation
scores of the written stroke gradually improve again. The sec-
ond saturation state is attained in the twenty-first generation.
This time, after the constraints are replaced, the score shows
only a slight decrease compared with the score decrease in
the twelfth generation. This smaller decrease occurs because
although more trajectory points have been added to the robot,
both the number of mutation range points and the mutation
range are reduced. After mutation and evolution, the learning
process for the “Horizontal” stroke is completed in the thirtieth
generation.
Fig. 9 shows the learning history of the “Vertical” stroke.
The arrangement of the subfigures in this figure is identical
to that of Fig. 7. However, the learning requires a total of
35 generations. The learning history of the “vertical” stroke
is similar to that of the “horizontal” stroke. The last two
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Fig. 9. Learning history of the “vertical” stroke.



















Fig. 10. Evaluation scores during the entire learning process of the “Vertical”
stroke
constraint replacements occur in the thirteenth and twenty-
sixth generations, respectively. When the average evaluation
score reaches 0.8334, the final learning process terminates.
Fig. 10 shows the evaluation scores during the entire learn-
ing process of the “Vertical” stroke. In particular, after the
fifteenth generation, the score decreases from approximately
0.4 to 0.2. This sharp decrease is caused by the new con-
straints. Then, the average scores increase slowly until the
twenty-sixth generation, where the constraints are replaced for
the second time. Again, the average scores decrease, but at a
lesser magnitude than that of the first replacement. Finally, the
learning process of the “Vertical” stroke is completed in the
thirty-fifth generation.
Fig. 11 shows the learning history of the “Left Falling”
stroke. The “left falling” stroke (a curved trajectory) has a
more complicated shape than do the “horizontal” and “ver-
tical” strokes. Therefore, in this case, the total number of
learning generations required by the robot increases to 39.
However, no performance decrease after replacement can be
readily identified from this figure.
Fig. 12 shows the evaluation scores during the entire learn-
ing process of the “Left Falling” stroke. Saturation is achieved
for the first time in the fourteenth generation. In the fifteenth
generation, the average score falls from approximately 0.4 to
0.3. The second saturation stage is reached in the twenty-
seventh generation, at which point the score decreases again,
this time with a magnitude is greater than that after the first
replacement. However, the score recovers rapidly.
Fig. 13 shows the learning process of the “Right
Falling” stroke. The learning process includes a total of 28
0.2367 0.2960 0.2873 0.2640 0.2935 0.2967 0.3267 0.2934 0.2820
0.2961 0.3473 0.4071 0.4194 0.4093 0.2889 0.2767 0.3167 0.3631
0.4744 0.4521 0.5060 0.4963 0.5604 0.5989 0.6360 0.6413 0.6527
0.3747 0.4056 0.4383 0.4683 0.5833 0.6682 0.7128 0.7552 0.7776
0.8365 0.8452 0.8562
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36
37 38 39
Fig. 11. Learning history of the “Left Falling” stroke.



















Fig. 12. Evaluation scores during the entire learning process of the “Left
Falling” stroke
0.2153 0.2173 0.2267 0.2577 0.2451 0.2827 0.2576 0.3610 0.3927
0.4120 0.4258 0.4132 0.3099 0.3213 0.3866 0.4250 0.4744 0.5455
0.5977 0.6224 0.6180 0.5338 0.5645 0.6560 0.7518 0.8149 0.8302
0.8240





Fig. 13. Learning history of the “Right Falling” stroke.
generations—the fewest of the five strokes. This stroke also
involves a curved trajectory; however, its radius is slight. Thus,
the shape of the “Right Falling” stroke is quite similar to that
of the “horizontal” stroke.
Fig. 14 shows evaluation scores during the entire learning
process of the “Right Falling” stroke. Constraint replacements
occur at the twelfth and twenty-first generations. The magni-
tudes of the performance decreases in both cases are slight
compared to the performance decreases found with the other
strokes. This small decrease leads to the fewest number of
generations. The learning process of this stroke is completed
at the twenty-eighth generation.
Fig. 15 shows the learning history of the “Fold” stroke. Of
the five strokes, this stroke is the most complicated and its
learning history shows that it requires 43 generations. This
stroke is similar to a combination of the “horizontal” and
“vertical” strokes, and its complicated shape requires more
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Fig. 14. Evaluation scores during the entire learning process of the “Right
Falling” stroke
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Fig. 15. Learning history of the “Fold” stroke.



















Fig. 16. Evaluation scores during the entire learning process of the “Fold”
stroke
generations for the robot to learn. More than three significant
performance decreases are shown in this figure; two are caused
by the LCAS algorithm. Note that Figs. 7, 9, 11, 13, and 15
merely illustrate the writing results with the highest score. If a
result with a trajectory crossing situation is assessed, the result
might not reflect the highest scores; therefore, these figures do
not include many trajectory crossing situations.
Fig. 16 shows the evaluation scores during the entire learn-
ing process of the “Fold” stroke. As mentioned in Fig. 15,
the entire curve fluctuates violently. The saturation state is
achieved for the first time at the eighteenth generation. In
the nineteenth generation and subsequently, large reductions
occur in the score. By the thirty-second generation, the score
TABLE IV
THE END GENERATION AND AVERAGE SCORE OF EVERY STAGE OF THE
FIVE STROKES.
Strokes
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3
i(t) score i(t) score i(t) score
Stroke 1 11 0.4518 21 0.6590 30 0.8450
Stroke 2 13 0.4250 26 0.6539 35 0.8334
Stroke 3 14 0.4093 27 0.6527 39 0.8562
Stroke 4 12 0.4132 21 0.6180 28 0.8240
Stroke 5 18 0.4000 32 0.6233 43 0.8568
decreases substantially again. Then, through mutation and
evolution, the learning process of this stroke is completed in
the forty-third generation.
Generally, the learning results of these five strokes proved
that the learning framework was effective for robot learning
calligraphy tasks. Moreover, considering the autonomous gen-
eration process of these five kinds of strokes, we have two
findings. (1) The number of generations required for different
stroke types is not identical. Among the tested strokes, the
number of evolutionary generations of “Horizontal”, “Verti-
cal”, “Left Falling” and “Right Falling” were all approximately
30; however, the “Fold” stroke required more than 40 gen-
erations to reach the experimental requirements. (2) As the
generations evolve, the changes between the evaluation scores’
minimum and maximum values move from large to small. The
change in this range is much larger at the beginning of the
evolution; however, the range changes decrease for all five
strokes. Table IV lists the number of generations required to
reach saturation in each stage for all the strokes.
C. Comparative Analysis of Learning Processes
Fig. 17 shows the writing results of the five strokes when
applying the evolutionary method with the developmental
algorithm, LCAS (solid blue line), and the evolutionary pro-
gramming method without the algorithm, EP (dotted red line)
to the autonomous generation process. The parameters used
for EP are those of the third stage in Table III. Before the ter-
mination of each stroke, the maximum number of generations
for EP was set to match the number of generations for the
same stroke required by LCAS. For example, in LCAS, the
“horizontal” strokes terminate at the thirtieth generation; thus,
in EP, the “horizontal” stroke maximum number of generations
was set to thirty.
In the generation processes of the five strokes, although the
evaluation scores still rise generation by generation, the eval-
uation scores of the EP method are generally lower than those
of the LCAS method. At the beginning of the evolutionary
process, the score differences between the two methods are not
obvious; however, the final scores of EP are much lower than
those of LCAS. The EP method requires more evolutionary
generations to achieve scores equivalent to those of LCAS.
This situation indicates that the learning rate of the proposed
developmental evolutionary approach is more efficient than
that of the conventional evolutionary method.
As shown in Fig. 17e, in EP, the performance curve of the
“Fold” stroke is not as smooth as are the curves of the other
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strokes. In the “Horizontal”, “Vertical”, “Right Falling”, and
“Left Falling” strokes, the EP curves have steadily increasing
trends. In addition, the two curves are intertwined until after
the thirty-third generation; then, the LCAS scores increase
substantially, mainly because the complexity of writing the
“Fold” stroke is the highest among the five strokes. This
complexity leads to unstable performances for both EP and
LCAS. Furthermore, in the EP method, ten trajectory points
are used from the beginning of the evolutionary process; in
contrast, the LCAS method has ten trajectory points only in the
third stage (the number of coordinates in the first and second
stages are 5 and 7, respectively). Therefore, the large increase
in LCAS in the thirty-fourth generation benefits from more
trajectory points, helping to support the complicated shape of
the “Fold” stroke.
D. Qualitatively Comparison
To further reveal the strengths of the proposed model, we
compared the proposed method with our two previous work
and two work of other researchers. Due to these work has
different research purposes and methods, we can only use the
qualitative comparison method to compare them.
In the first comparison work [5], the robot learns to write
base strokes by using human gestures. First, a Chinese char-
acter is decomposed to a set of base strokes. Then, these
decomposed strokes are matched with the writing trajectory
stored in a database. finally, the robot uses the stroke tra-
jectories to write Chinese characters. The second comparison
work [38] is another study from us. The robot learns to write
simple strokes and English letters via human arm gestures;
then, it uses the learned knowledge and human gestures to
write Chinese characters and English words. The third work,
proposed by Liang et al. [39], applied a generative adversarial
networks-based method to convert a character font style in
the network’s input image to a new font style in the output
image. Then, the robot writes the character with the new style
by sampling the output image. The fourth work, proposed
by Zhang et al. [40], firstly recognizes characters from input
images through a pre-trained neural network, and retrieves the
corresponding standard strokes from a pre-built calligraphy
font library. Then, the method generates robotic writing actions
by using the retrieved strokes to write input characters.
Compared with the above four methods, the advantages of
the work proposed in this paper can be summarized from
four aspects: (1) Evaluation mechanism; (2) Robot autonomy
performance; (3) Control mode; and (4) Computational cost.
The comparison results are summarized in Table V. The
detailed comparisons are listed as follows:
(1) Evaluation mechanism. No evaluation method is estab-
lished in the first three methods; the results are evaluated
only by humans. The fourth method uses the minimization
differences between the handwritten strokes and standard
calligraphy strokes to evaluate the generated stroke. In the
proposed approach, the writing result is evaluated by a wavelet
transformation-based evaluation module, enabling the robot to
learn to write without human supervision.
(2) Robot autonomy performance. Robots in the most of
existing methods merely follow training data supplied by
human engineers; therefore, these robots can be regarded as
actuators with very low autonomy. In contrast, the proposed
method exhibits several human-like patterns discussed in the
next section, under the constraints of the LCAS algorithm.
(3) Control mode. All of these compared methods use an
open-loop model, which requires human involvement in both
the training and working phases. As a result, it increases the
workloads of engineers. In contrast, the proposed method re-
quires the engineer only to set the parameters of the constraint
lifting sequence: subsequently, the robot learns by following
this constraint sequence.
(4) Computational cost. The deep neural networks-based
method must own a training phase to recognize or gener-
ate character images. In addition, the methods of learning
writing from human gestures are based on real-time visual
information. All of these settings need large amounts of
computational resources. The main computational cost of the
proposed methods is on the EP algorithm. Fig. 17 shows that
the LCAS algorithm-based method requires fewer iterations to
converge than does the regular EP; its computational cost is
lower than these compared methods.
TABLE V










[5] Humans Low Open-loop Medium
Method 2
[38] Humans Low Open-loop High
Method 3








Algorithm High Closed-loop Low
E. Discussion
In Figs. 8, 10, 12, 14, and 16, we noticed an impor-
tant phenomenon: after constraint replacement, the evalua-
tion scores decreased sharply. For example, in Fig. 10, at
the fifteenth and twenty-seventh generations, the evaluation
scores are significantly reduced. In fact, at the thirteenth and
twenty-sixth generations, the stroke is in a saturated state;
consequently, the constraints are replaced. This phenomenon,
the (inverted) U-shaped phenomenon, exists mainly during
infant development [31]. The (inverted) U-shaped phenomenon
consists of a low error rate at the beginning of learning,
followed by an unexpected increase in errors, and subsequently
followed by improved performance and a return to a low
error rate. This phenomenon has been extensively studied
in psychology and has caused heated debates between the
proponents of a rule-based strategy for syntax processing and
the advocates of a distributed representation strategy [41],
[42]. U-shaped learning phenomena have also been reported in
other domains, including phonetic perception, face imitation,
and explanations of a child’s performance and errors due to
changing representational strategies [31].
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Many developmental robotics studies have modeled the
progression of stages during robot development [43]. For
example, Nagai et al. [44] explicitly modeled human joint at-
tention developmental stages; several models have also directly
addressed the modeling of U-shaped phenomena, such as the
Morse et al. model of error patterns in phonetic processing
[45]. In addition, motor babbling phenomena [46] play a
critical role in many models of motor-skill acquisition and
may help explain the U-shaped pattern. The LCAS method
used in this paper also appears to present (inverted) U-
shaped phenomena. Because the development process pro-
gresses through three stages, the constraints are placed twice;
therefore, throughout the entire evolutionary process, for each
stroke, the U-shaped phenomenon occurs twice.
As shown in Fig. 17, for the EP method, the evaluation
score of each stroke rises steadily. Eventually, a better writing
quality is achieved. However, the improvement increases occur
more slowly in EP than in LCAS. In other words, under the
same number of evolutionary generations, the writing quality
of the LCAS method is sufficient. However, the EP method
still needs to continue the evolutionary process—that is the EP
method requires more evolutionary generations. Therefore, it
is seen that the evolutionary method with LCAS significantly
reduces the difficulty of the robot’s learning.
These features of the proposed method are applicable
to other robotic tasks; in particular, the robotic calligraphy
writing is very similar to the robotic assembly task. Both
of the two tasks require robots to invoke basic actions to
form more complicated actions, so as to solve more difficult
problems [47]. In addition, with the assistance of the LCAS
algorithm, a complicated solution can be divided into a series
of stages; thus, the proposed framework can also accelerate
the solution process.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a developmental evolutionary learning
framework for robots learning to write Chinese strokes. By
combining the conventional evolutionary algorithm and a
developmental learning mechanism, the robot system auto-
matically learns how to write strokes through the framework.
The entire learning process is divided into three developmental
stages, in each of which different learning parameters are set.
The robot iterates in each developmental stage until its learning
status becomes stable; then, it moves to the next stage, and the
procedure is repeated. Five common Chinese character strokes
were used for this experiment. The results show that under our
proposed framework, the robot learns stroke writing ability at
a faster pace.
While our proposed approach shows promise, there is still
room for improvement. First, the current evaluation model
cannot handle the full diversity of written strokes. In addi-
tion, better aesthetic evaluation methods could be adopted
to replace the current wavelet evaluation method to further
improve the writing quality [1]. Likewise, better heuristic
search algorithms, such as the differential evolution algorithm,
harmony search algorithm, or particle swarm optimization
algorithm, could be added to the framework to achieve a more
powerful optimization performance. Another important factor
in Chinese writing is to control the force of the pen. However,
limited by the hardware of the robot and the material of the
brush, the writing height was used to simulate the writing force
and the height was set to a fixed value; therefore, this setting
also constrains our robot’s writing quality. In the future, we
will consider adding more sensors to involve the writing force
issue [48]. In addition, many parameters were empirically
determined by the learning difficulty of each stroke in the
current work. However, we believe that applying the Bayesian
Information Criterion [49] to determine the developmental
model’s parameters, and using the expectation-maximization
method to estimate means and variances can further improve
the robotic autonomy performance.
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Fig. 17. The evolutionary method with development (LCAS method, solid
curve), and evolutionary programming method without development (EP
method, dotted line curve) in the autonomous generation process.
